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The 
The Benefits of Intermittent 
Admission for Geriatrics is a survey 
by Miss Elizabeth Birchall RGN, 
)d Mrs Marianna Byrne RGN of 
attitudes towards a facility available 
at St Mary's Hospital, Phoenix Park. 

floating bed 
The facility, also called the floating 

bed facility is a facility whereby 
elderly people who live at home are 
accommodated in a geriatric hospital 
for two days every two weeks. The 
patients are conveyed to the geriatric 
hospital by ambulance from their 
homes on an arranged date and are 
returned home by ambulance two 
days later. 
Th~ attitudes surveyed were those 

of the people most involved with the 
facility - general practitioners, public 
health nurses, families and patients. 

Selection 
Application for consideration of a 

Qtient for the facility may be made 
oy a member of the primary health 
care team - usually the GP - and is 
sanctioned by the consultant 
geriatrician, but in practice is usually 
offered by the latter after completion 
of the rehabilitation programme. 

Hospital procedures 
While in hospital the selected 

patients are provided with all the 
nursing facilities available to long
stay patients. Unlike in a normal 
home the lAB patient can have a bath 
with the assistance of special 
equipment and trained personnel. 
Female patients can have their hair 
done by a trained hairdressel' ,and 
chiropodist's services are also 
available. 

Most elderly people live very 
isolated lives and through use of the 
lAB facility they have an opportunity 
for social contact with people of their 
own age. 

For most elderly people religion is 
very important and some of the 
patients are unable to get as far as 
their churche~. Through the lAB 
facility, patients have access to the 
hospital chaplains, and can attend 
Mass on the days they are in hospital. 

Nursing/ medical observation 
Another feature of the lAB facility 

is that medical investigation and 
review are available should they be 
necessary. The regularity of the visits 
enables the nurses to identify areas 
which may lead to difficulties, and to 
monitor the patient's improvement, 
disimprovement or general well
being. 

Social benefits 
In addition the admission of a 

geriatric patient from home for two 
days every two weeks is intended to 
be a relief to the family who normally 
have to provide a twenty-four hour 
service without a break. 

Economical benefits 
The lAB facility encourages people 

to take care of a geriatric patient in 
the home rather than in a hospital. 
This helps to keep more beds 
available for long-stay patients who 
might be in greater need of the limited 
number of beds which are currently 
available in geriatric hospitals. 
Consequently there· are substantial 
financial savings when families look 
after geriatric patients at home. 

Conclusions of survey 
The principal result of the research 

was to show that among the four 
groups dealing with the service 
-patients, patients' families, general 
practitioners, and public health 
nurses, the level of satisfaction was 
very high, and the level of complaint 
low. 

The secondary reault of the 
research was to show that both of the 
professional groups surveyed were of 
the opinion that the principal benefit 
conferred by the facility was the 
reduction of stress in the patient's 
home. Given this occasional relief of 
stress, care for the elderly can 
continue in the home. 

Thirdly, the research was a 
reminder that the patients 
themselves do not choose to be in the 
facility and experience some upset 
and loneliness when in it. 

Generally speaking the 
Intermittent Bed facility at St Mary's 
Hospital can be considered to be a 
pilot project which is testing the 
feasibility of providing a geriatric 
service intermediate between total 
hospitalisation and total home care. 
It can therefore, be seen as part of 
the general trend towards community 
medicine and to a tess institutional 
approach to health services. 

To page 2 ... 
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From page 1 ... 

The benefits of such an approach , 
are usually thought to be financial- eg 
in the case of the lAB facility it is 
cheaper to maintain a geriatric 
patient in hospital for 52 days per 
year than for the full 365 days. Yet 
without the facility it is very likely 
that the patient would have to be 
hospitalised. One bed in the 
Intermittent Bed facility can serve 
five or six patients who might 
otherwise be in long-stay occupancy. 

The benefits are not only fmancial. 
The social benefits are also 
substantial. It is obvious from the 
survey that the patients in the facility 
would much prefer to be at home. It 
is also evident from the survey that 
the patients' families do not want to 
commit them to hospital. Home care 
combined with occasional hospital 
back-up greatly extends the period in 
which an elderly person remains 
happy in his or her own familiar 
environment. 

Ultimately a society is judged by 
the quality of the consideration and 
care it gives to its weakest members 
-the children and the elderly. In 
providing an improved quality of care 
to the elderly, at a reduced cost, the 
Intermittent Bed facility is 
demonstrating the potential of an 
alternative approach to conventional 
geriatric care. 

In this approach the institution 
reaches out through the general 
practitioners and the public health 
nurses and supports care in the home 
rather than waiting for a crisis to 
propel a patient into permanent care 
within the institution. 

This survey shows that there is 
considerable satisfaction with the 
facility among general practitioners, 
public health nurses and patients' 
families. It seems unfortunate that 
facilities of the nature are not more 
widely available. 

"Floating bed? But he 'can't SWIM!!" 
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Voice from 
the Past • • • 
We recently came across the valuable historical document which we 
print below. 

It is interesting to note that problems similar to those confronting 
health services administrators today presented themselves to the 
leaders of the young Irish State. 

Perhaps even more interesting is the trenchant language of William T 
Cosgrave, the then Minister for Local Government. Our modem 
Ministers do not express themselves quite so forcibly. It seems a pity. 
The administrative English of today could do with some of the force and 
vigour of sixty years ago. 

DAIL EIREANN 
Local Government Department 

27th September 1921 

To: Each County Council & Board of Guardians 

Abolish the Unions 

The Department looks to the County Council and Board of Guardians to see that no interested or 
ignorant opposition successfully holds up or delays the Schemes of reform and economy which 
have been promulgated after careful consideration by'a commission of experts. The Rates must 
come down. The Ratepayers thoroughly understand the nee essity for high Rates in the current 
year. They realise that it was necessary to meet the deficit arising from the loss of the 'Grants' 
usually paid by the English Government. They realise that those 'Grants' were lost because the 
local Authorities acting on the instructions of this Department, refused to give guarantees that 
would have committed them to imposing on the Ratepayers the burden of paying for England's 
war on the principle of self-determination in Ireland. But the Ratepayers will look to this 
Department and in a special manner to their local Representatives to ensure that there will be a 
very considerable reduction in the Rates for the next financial year. That object can be secured 
only if the County Councils and Boards of Guardians are energetic in pushing through Schemes 
for the abolition of Unions as at present constituted and substituting for them one County Home 
and one well equipped County Hospital for each County. Very few have new the hardihood to 
oppose these recommendations on their merits but those who are eager to have them indefinitely 
postponed generally adopt the tactics of pressing the claims of one town against another, or of one 
particular institution against another for selection as the Home or Hospital, or of one system of 
rating against another, hoping by these means to raise a controversy that would render J.. }, 
impossible to proceed with the Scheme. Another method is to cry out that these changes invol~ 
great hardship on the poor. Now let it be clearly understood that one beneficient result of the new 
schemes will be that a far greater proportion of the money collected for the benefit of the poor will 
reach those for whom it was intended than was hitherto the case. Between the poor and the money 
collected for their relief there stood in the past a small army of Officials; between the poor and 
that money there stood the huge establishment charges for each separate Institution. By cutting the 
establishment charges and the number of Officials down to the minimum required for efficiency 
the poor will get a better service at a smaller cost to the Ratepayers. With proper motor ambulance 
service for the County Homes and Hospitals and the facilities of telephone and telegraph services 
the argument of the distance of the County Home or Hospital from a particular locality has not 
the weight which those who use it profess to attach to it. The Schemes must go through. The Local 
Representatives who neglect or refuse to co-operate must take primary responsibility to those who 
elected them for obstructing Schemes recommended by a Department of the Government to which 
they owe allegiance. The Conference called to consider the Scheme for each County should be 
thoroughly representative. The County Council should have greater representation than a Board 
of Guardians. That is but just and proper, for the County Council draws its membership from the 
entire County, while a Board of Guardians draws its membership from a more limited area. 
Moreover, it is the County Council that has the odium of facing the Ratepayers with the Rate 
Demand and the responsibility of its collection, and it ought to be in a position to assure the 
Ratepayers that the monies collected are economically and efficiently administered. Members 
entering such a Conference and Local Bodies sending Representatives ought to realise that in 
doing so they commit themselves to abide by the report of that Conference. The Department 
regrets that a good deal of the time of the Ministers and Staff has been taken up dealing with 
appeals against the findings of County Conferences from individuals who were actually members 
of the Conferences and from Local Bodies which had ample representation thereon. 

L L. T. Mac Cosgair (~~::,:r;!t I 
Minister of Local Gove':::J 
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NOTICES 

Attention all female staff! 

WIDOWS' AND ORPHANS' PENSION SCHEMES 

Notification has been received from the Department of the 
Environment that it is intended to extend the provisions of the 
above Schemes to female officers and employees. 

Details will be sent to every pensionable officer and employee of 
the Board when they become available. 

It is essential that all documents be read carefully and instructions 
regarding return of acknowledgements etc. be observed. 

The 
EASTERN HEALTH BOARD 

in a joint venture with the 
IRISH NATIONAL FOSTER CARE ASSOCIATION 

(Dublin Branch) 
are planning to hold a -

Foster Care Week 
from Thurs 7 - 10 June '84 

in an effort to recruit foster homes 
, The Health Board currently needs long-term foster homes for 

'UO children, many of whom are over 10 years of age or in 
family groups. 

In addition, we are always on the look-out to recruit short
term homes for children of all ages from babies to teenagers on 

EASTERN HEALTH BOARD 
1 JAMES'S STREET 
DUBLIN 8 

CHANGE OF 
TELEPHONE NUMBER 

We have been notified by 
Telecom Eireann that our 
telephone number will be 
changed from 

757951 to 557951 
from 27 Aprll1984 

While there may be some slight 
interruption of service during the 
period of changeover, Telecom 
Eireann have stated that its 
duration will be kept to a 
minimum. 

16 April 1984 

The late 
Mr PI Lyons 

Mr P I Lyons, retired Personnel 
an emergency or short-term basis. Officer of the Board, passed away 

The highlight of the recruitment drive will be a float on the recently following a period of illness. 
theme of fostering at the National Children's Day parade on 10 Distinguished service and high 
June next. We also hope to attract media coverage. personal qualities characterised every 

Further details available from the Fostering Resource phase of his career. 
Group, tel. 537951 He led a busy and active life in 

=---::-:::--o:--~~--"""':""""::"""""~---::---:-:-~~:---:-:-~-~~~--......., other spheres. He illled the offices of 
The following notice to guests is from the Governor's Inn, North Carolina. (Reproduced here to both president and honorary 
satisfy the whim of the Fire Prevention Officer). secretary of Terenure Rugby Club 

INSTRUCTIONS TO GUESTS PREPARING TO SMOKE IN BED with distinction, and was a valued 
1. Call th~ offic~ and notify th~ management thems~lv~s. 
wh~r~ you wish your remains to be sent, as It is a J.Go to th~ corridor and locat~ th~ nNTest ~ member of the Leinster Cricket and 
matt~r of r~cord that 42% of Hot~l and Mot~/ ~scap~. so that if you ar~ fortunat~ enough to Lawn Tennis Club. 
Flr~s ar~ caus~d by this car~less pracdu. ~scap~ your room, you may nach saf~ty. 
2. Notify gwsts In adjoining rooms of your 4. Now sit down and think how foollsh It is for Our deepest sympathy goes out to 
Intention of endang~rlng their llv~s so that th~y you to tab this risk- you may enjoy your smok~ his wife Helen, all his family -and 
may tak~ th~ nec~ssary pr«a~~tlons to protect whU~ thinking It over. many friends. 
Fin prn~ntlon is our busln~ss and w~ nnd your h~lp. w~ hop~ you will tak~ tiW with you on yow May he Rest in .Peace. 
trip as a reminder that tiW short m~ssag• was hftd«< by you. 
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LETTERS 
Dear Sir 

We are organising a visit to this 
country in July for a group of young 
Polish singers and musicians. They 
are aged 12 years to 29 years and 
total 35. They are an accomplished 
choir who have won prizes in GDR 
and Poland and sing both modern 
and traditional music. 

We hope to find enough Irish 
families to host them for their two 
weeks stay. We are also hoping that 
some of the many choirs around the 
country will entertain them. We 
believe we will need a minimum of 
£3,000 to fund the visit. This money 
is required to pay for transport, the 
cost of which I am sure you know is 
jrighteni. !gly high. It will also be 
spent on admission charges to places 
of interest and meals out. 

We should be very grateful if you 
would be willing to help us finance 
this tour. I am sure its not necessary 
for me to elaborate on the miserable 
living conditions in Poland in recent 
years. 

An account has been opened in the 
name of 'The Young Polish Singers' 
in Allied Irish Bank, 239 Swords 
Road, Whitehall, Dublin 9. 

I would appreciate it if you would 
post your cheque to me so I can keep 
my records up to date and of course 
so I don't keep annoying the bank to 
know how the account is progressing. 

Mrs Pat Maguire 
GS.S.D. StJames's Hospital 
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Dear Sir, 
The Home Help Service is one of the 

most vital services in the Board. It is a 
service which is called on when a family 
is in a state of crisis. And it is on the 
quality of this service that major 
decisions are based. It can be the 
deciding factor in keeping an infirm 
person at home or sending him to an 
institution for the rest of his days. 

Yet, with all the emphasis on 
community care, the chances of getting 
a good home help are still hit and miss. 
You may be lucky and get a caring 
woman who will fit into the home 
routine or you may get nobody at all. 
And that's the way it has been for 
many years. 

In some areas you might find a 
voluntary group of women who will 
take it in turns to help out for a jew 
hours on a temporary basis. They 
would not, of course, take money nor 
would they be interested in employment 
as home helps. A jew hours work in a 
local shop or doing a bit of clerical 
work - yes. But working as a home 
help? No. 

The fact is that the average person 
sees a home help as a "daily"- a 
woman doing domestic work in 
someone else's house. Because domestic 
work has always been done by females 
it is downgraded by Irish society. 

Yet the actual work required of a 
home help is home nursing. What is the 
difference between helping a person to 
the toilet at home and helping him to 

Bow to be a 
foster parent 
by the 
experts 
'Open Door' is a recently published 
book for foster parents, by foster 
parents. It gives the inside story of 
what its like to be a foster parent 24 
hours a day. 

The book is a good read for anyone 
involved with children. It is liberally 
illustrated with cartoons - some 
hilarious - by Terry Willers. 

It is available from the Irish Foster 
Care Association, 60 Grangewood, 
Rathfarnham, Dublin 16, tel. 944229, 
price £2 or from bookshops shortly. 

the toilet in hospital? Making beds at 
home and making them in hospital? 
Washing patients at home or doing it in 
hospital? There may,· of course, be 
other work involved such as cooking 
light, nutritious meals, shopping, 
cleaning the house, lighting fires. 
Indeed, in my experience, there can be 
as much job satisfaction in caring for a 
person at home as in hospital. 

Why then is this state of public 
ignorance allowed to continue, to the 
detriment of the service? 

What is badly needed is a publicity 
campaign by the Health Education 
Bureau and our own Health Education 
Co-ordinators to change the image of 
home helps. 

In Britain they are trained for the 
work - why not here? Again, why is it 
mainly women who are recruited? (}I 
Where are all the young, unemployea, 
would-be nurses (male and female) who 
apply to the Board in their thousands? 
These are the people who say they want 
to make a career of helping the sick. 
Wouldn't a revitalised Home Help 
Service, given due recognition and 
adequate finance, be a good place to 
start? 

Surely too, it is a better solution than 
paying huge amounts to institutions for 
patients who could as well stay at home 
and be much happier there. 

Anon 
(Name & address with Editor) 

Dear Sir 
I would be grateful for space in 

your letters column to announce thr\.l 
the 'Directory of Services in IrelanU 
for Unmarried Parents and their 
Children' has now been reprinted and 
is available from the Information 
Centre of the Federation of Services 
for Unmarried Parents and their 
Children, 11 Clonskeagh Road, 
Dublin 6, at a cost of £1.50, 
including postage. 

The Directory is the only 
comprehensive guide to services in 
Ireland for unmarried parents and 
single pregnant women and contains 
sections on social work agencies, legal 
rights, adoption, medical care, social 
welfare entitlements and housing. 

Further information can be 
obtained by telephoning 698351 or by 
calling in to the Centre. 

Yours sincerely 

Margaret Dromey 
Information Officer 
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JOHN'S LANE -
The practice of Dubliners referring 

to their churches by location rather 
than dedication probably dates from 
penal times when it was sometimes 
inexpedient to disclose one's 
destination. The Augustinian church 
of SS Augustine & John in Thomas 
Street is still named from the penal 
day chapel which was located in 
John's Lane adjoining the present 
day magnificent church. This is 
erected on the site of the mediaeval 
Hospital of St John the Baptist out 
Newgate. 

Ailred, a Dublin Viking, returned 
in 1188 from a pilgrimage to the Holy 
Land bearing the usual symbol of the 
pilgrim- palm branches -which 
earned him the title of 'the Palmer'. 
He had been very impressed by the 
great hospital of St John the Baptist 
founded by the Crusaders in 

_, Jerusalem. 
' Ailred and his wife determined to 
found a similar hospital in Dublin 
and it was soon built on his land 
outside the city walls near Newgate. 
By 1300 it was staffed by the 
Crutched (Crossed) Friars, an order 
who followed the rule of St 
Augustine. The church of the hospital 
was dedicated to St Mary Magdalene 
and its tower remained standing until 
1800. The burial ground was on the 
site now occupied by Kelly's builders' 
providers opposite the church. 

The suppression of the religious 
houses by order of Henry VIII 
around 1540 affected the hospital but 
it was continued as a hospital and 
poor house bfthe City Assembly (or 
Corporation). 

'SKETCH 

PAD 

by 
Tony Coyne 

Text by 
Frank Murphy 
Senior Health Inspector 

In the early 1700s there appeared in 
the district a swaggering officer 
calling himself Colonel Byrne who let 
it be known that he was seeking 
accommodation for his workmen. He 
rented some stables, which were 
among the jew surviving buildings oj 
the old hospital, cleaned them up and 
moved his workmen in. 

The 'Colonel' was, in fact, Father 
Edmund Byrne OSA, Prior, and his 
'workmen' were his Augustinian 
friars who went quietly about their 
spiritual labours. After the easing of 
the penal laws in the Catholic Relief 
Act the friars were enabled to build a 
small chapel in John's Lane. This was 

later enlarged and a peculiar feature 
of this chapel was that, according to 
the Griffith Valuation of 1854, the 
basement was tel as a store to Sir 
James Power of the adjacent 
distillery. 

In time the small chapel and priory 
no longer met the needs of the 
community and their flock. After 
1829 the friars began to acquire 
adjoining properties and to plan their 
new church. Building began in 1862 
and took 33 years to complete. 
During clearance operations the 
foundations of the old Magdalene 
church were unearthed. They were 
located near the centre of the present 
nave. In the 1860s the new church 
was nicknamed the 'Fenian church' 
because many of the work force were 
members of that revolutionary body. 
One of them the 'Pagan' O'Leary, 
was so named because of this 
statement - 'Its a pity St Patrick ever 
came to Ireland, we were better men 
when we, were pagans'. 

One of the sights of Dublin in the 
1880s was the scaffolding erected in 
Thomas Street for the building of the 
tower and spire. It extended across 
the street and the traffic, including 
the horse trams, passed beneath it. 
The statues around the top of the 
tower which repf"j!sent the twelve 
Apostles, were carved by James 
Pearse of Great Brunswick Street 
whose sons, Patrick and Willie, were 
among the leaders executed for their 
part in the Easter Rebellion, 1916. 
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Board member CLLR EITHNE FITZGERALD suggests that after 14 years in operation it is time to review the 
health board system. 

The health 
boards 
Extracts from a Position Paper prepared for the 
Council for Social Welfare Conference 
'Future Directions in Health Policy' 6-7 Apri/1984 

The total number of persons on a 
health board ranges from 27 on the 
North-Western Health Board to 35 
on the Eastern Health Board. Just 
over half of the members are local 
councillors nominated by the 
constituent local authorities; about a 
quarter are doctors elected by the 
registered medical practitioners of 
the area, one member each is elected 
by general nurses, psychiatric nurses, 
dentists and pharmacists, and there 

·are three Ministerial nominees. 
It was for a time the practice in 

some health boards for some of the 
Ministerial nominees to represent 
excluded professional groups, such 
as social workers, but these 
appointments are now mainly 
political in character. 

The professional membership of 
the health boards is very much 
medically biased, which results in an 
imbalanced membership, given that 
the boards are as much social service 

· boards as they are responsible for 
direct health functions. Indeed, as 
the only statutory bodies responsible 
for social work and personal social 
services, it is most regrettable that 
these disciplines are not directly 
represented on the boards. 

The councillors nominated to the 
health boards are often chosen on the 
basis of seniority within their own 
political grouping, not necessarily on 
the basis of any particular interest in, 
or knowledge of, health and social 
services. Membership of the board is 
seen by some as a 'perk' - offering, it 
is thought, the possibility of easy 
access to officials for making 
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representations on behalf of 
constituents about medical cards, 
hospital places etc. and even, for 
collecting good mileage allowances. 

Those with full-time jobs find it 
difficult to be members of the visiting 
committees as travelling to the 
board's widely dispersed institutions 
requires considerable time. The 
result can be a board with a relatively 
elderly membership and one which is 
less likely to question official policy 
and disturb the cosy relationship with 
officials. Loyalties within the board 
are generally geographical rather than 
party-political in character, although 
there are issues - family planning 
being an obvious one - where the 
division will be along conservative
liberal lines. The annual estimates' 
meeting can be a ritual dance between 
those members aligned to the 
government in power, and those 
aligned to the opposition - crying 
'massive health cuts!'. 

WORKING ARRANGEMENTS 
The Eastern Health Board holds a 

monthly meeting where the agenda 
includes a report from the Chief 
Executive Officer on matters he 
wants to draw to the members' 
attention, or on areas where he has 
been asked to prepare a report, 
reports from the Board's sub
committees and motions from 
members. In an area as 
geographically, demographically and 
socially diverse as the EHB, the sub
committees are important. 

Cllr Eithne Fitzgerald 

First, there are· the local health 
committees with a broader local 
membership than the health board, 
drawn from the local authorities, 
medical and para-medical 
professions, and voluntary bodies. 
These can debate localised issues, eg 
siting of a local health centre, as well 
as more generalised topics. They 
have no executive powers. 

Visiting committees go on regular 
tours of the various institutions and 
prepare reports. Membership of these 
committees is open to all board 
members, and the intention is that 
they should visit each of the bo~ti's 
premises at least once a year .•• a 
relatively recent member of the Board 
I have not had the time to become 
familiar with all aspects of the 
Board's operations, so I have 
concentrated on the Community Care 
Visiting Committee which visits each 
of the ten community care areas in 
the Board over the course of the year 
to discuss local problems, as well as 
policy in relation to public health 
nursing, dental services, social work, 
and community welfare services. 

The Visiting Committee reports on 
the different hospitals and homes 
tend to be very much guided by the 
points which the matrons of these 
centres make - they may use the 
occasion to get the members to back 
their case for an extension, or for 
more funds for a particular project, 
and it would be unusual as a result of 
these visits for the existing policy 
programme of a particular institution 
not to be endorsed or approved. The 
experience gained in inspecting the 



hospitals and homes does prove 
valuable when Board members come 
to discuss policy such as priorities 
for capital spending, or to look at 
switching activities from one 
premises to another. 

Committees with a specific brief 
have dealt with issues such as access 
for the disabled, children sleeping 
rough, unwanted pregnancies, the 
special needs of particular areas, and 
so on. This serves to focus attention 
in a more detailed way on specific 
subjects. Too often, unfortunately, 
reports end up gathering dust 
because of lack of resources to 
implement them or, more sadly, 
reports can end up with bland 
recommendations as a result of a 
feeling of helplessness about having 
to cope with the problems within the 
resource constraints. 
,.,Financial committees look at 
prious aspects of the Board's 
spending programme- for example, a 
development plan for geriatric 
institutional places, or overall capital 
priorities - on the basis of reports 
prepared by the health board officials. 
It is rare that such a report prepared 
by the officials would not be adopted 
and approved in its entirety. The 
mechanism for influencing financial 
decision-making in the Board does 
not appear to be the direct one of 
amending a budget plan by adding or 
deleting somethin,g, or changing the 
order of priority. Rather, a slower and 
more subtle mechanism appears to 
operate in that members' comments 
this year are taken into account in 
framing next year's repor:t, which in 
turn will be endorsed as tt has been 
drafted. 

Members' motions are the last item 
.r discussion on the health board 
· agenda and rarely are there more than 

one or two of these on the agenda. 
Unlike the county council, where if 

a motion is tabled, a written report 
from the Manager is presented at the 
meeting, the health board normally 
only produces a report on request, 
and then at the subsequent meeting. 
This detracts from the immediacy of 
discussion and means that action on 
any issue can be long drawn out, but 
on controversial issues, it means that 
some kind of compromise may 
eventually be achieved at terms less 
than those in the original motion. 

For example, I tabled a motion to 
ask the health board to provide family 
planning sessions at all its health 
centres. The result of reports coming 
back to successive meetings was that 
it was agreed to allow a group of 
private doctors establish such a clinic 
on a pilot basis in one of the health 
centres- slow, perhaps, but at least a 
start. 

Health board policy seems rarely to 
be decided by passing a motion 
outright, and unlike what is a daily 
occurrence in Dublin County Council, 
I have never seen the health board 
vote outright in contravention of 
what is recommended by the Chief 
Executive Officer. 

POWERS OF HEALTH BOARD 
MEMBERSv. POWERS OF HEALTH 
BOARD OFFICIALS 

In law, the powers of health board 
members appear to be wider than the 
powers in law of county council 
members. In practice, given the size 
and complexity of its fUnctions, the 
Eastern Health Board has delegated 
many of the direct functions to the 
Chief Executive Officer. In practice, 
in my experience, there appears to be 
less direct input by board members 
into issues of health board policy 
than by councillors into county 
countil policy. 

In the county council, if the 
Manager takes up a policy stance in 
relation to an issue, and the 
councillors disagree with him, they 
will happily outvote him. This is not 
the way the Eastern Health Board 
conducts its business. In individual 
cases, the county council will often 
resort to Section 4 motions to 
achieve a political, rather than a 
managerial decision, particul~ly in 
relation to planning permissions. 

There is no equivalent procedure 
available to health board members to 
'get' medical cards, or whatever, for 
their clients. Even when it comes to 
grants to voluntary bodies - always 
fair game for the local councillor who 
wants to be 'well in' with the local 
GAA club or scouts -the health board 
membership refuses to get drawn into 
sponsoring different groups for 
grants, recognising rightly, that if it 
were to become involved in 
competitive struggles over which 
group got what grant, little other 
work would be done. 

At a more serious level, some 
important policy issues get decided 
between the Department of Health 
and the health board staff, without 
he~th board members necessarily 
being informed. There was a f1rrore a 
couple of years ago over a proposal to 
ask parents to pay towards 
equipment - such as wheelchairs - for 
handicapped children, which only 
came to light when individual parents 
approachecl 'heir representatives: the 
issue had ~ot formally come before 
the Board for decision. 

ALLOCATION OF FUNDS -
WHO MAKES THE DECISIONS? 

There are very few policy issues in 
the health and social services area 
which llt the end of the day don't 
come down to providing extra 
resources for a service, or to 
diverting resources from one area to 
another. It can be argued that the 
critical decisions are those taken on 
the health board budget and 
allocation of money and staff to 
different projects; and that any 
decisions about policy which don't 
provide the means for their 
implementation usually prove 
irrelevant in the long run. 

The overall allocation to the health 
boards is determined by the 
Department of Health, and each 
board then works out its own internal 
budget, within general guidelines laid 
down by the Department. 

While in theory the Board 
membership has control over the 
budget, in practice it is the budget as 
prepared by the health board staff 
which is almost invariably adopted. 
This in turn contains a large element 
of items effectively decided 
elsewhere. There is no cash limit on 
spending on the GMS service, and if 
the visiting rate were to increase by 
an unbudgeted 20%, the extra simply 
has to be met from elsewhere in the 
budget. The basic rates of welfare 
payments such as Disabled Person's 
Maintenance Allowance are fixed 
nationally. 

These factors narrow down the 
areas of the budget where discretion 
exists for the Board staff or 
members. In drawing,up the actual 
budget the emphasis will be on 
maintaining existing services, which 
probably accounts for the creeping 
rise in the share of ~stttutional 
spending. 

This year, the Minister issued a 
directive that the shortfall in the 
budget over the Board's original 
demand was to be met as far as 
possible by reducing what are known 
as 'on-costs', ie overtime and bonus 
payments, holiday replacement of 
staff etc. These total £12.6m. for the 
Eastern Health Board in 1984, and 
this year's estimate provided that 
£1.6m. of the £3.2m. shortfall in the 
overall budget was to be met from 
this source. This directive ensured 
that there was a degree of central 
control over the items to be reduced 
in order that the budget be kept on 
target. 

Like other focal government areas, 
health boards suffer the disadvantage 
of trying to run locally based services 
which are totally centrally financed. 

To page 8 ... 
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From page 7 ... 

The Department of Health which 
pays the piper has, naturally, a 
primary role in any decisions 
involving finance. The role of local 
democracy in health boards is, 
therefore, inherently limited since 
financial decisions are, by and large, 
taken elsewhere. At the same time, 
there are still regional variations in 
the level of service available from one 
area to another, which may have been 
historically justifiable when services 
were financed from the rates - areas 
with low rates received poorer 
services and vice versa - but are less 
justifiable in the context of nationally 
financed services. 

AREAS FOR REFORM 
Fourt ~en years after the passing of 

the 19/ 0 Health Act it is time, I 
would suggest, to review how the 
health board system has worked out 
in practice. 

First, I believe that health boards 
should be renamed health and social 
services boards. They should be given 
explicit responsibility for overall 
coordination of health and social 
service policy in their functional 
region, instead of simply 
administering certain health services, 
- for example, the psychiatric 
services, in which to date the 
involvement of the private and 
voluntary sectors has been limited. 
There must be a public input into the 
management of the publicly funded 
voluntary hospital sector and the 
health boards should be given 
responsibility for coordinating all 
hospital services in their areas, as 
well as coordinating the balance 
between institutional and community 
based services. 

The medical bias in the 
composition of the health boards 
must change and equal 
representation given to community 
and social service inputs. There 
should be a more even geographic 
representation from local authorities, 
and explicit representation should be 
given to groups representing 
consumers of medical and social 
services, for example users of 
maternity services, the different 
associations representing disabled 
people, etc. 

The sheer volume of 
responsibilities of health boards 
should be recognised, and efforts 
made to streamline procedures so 
that there is a better policy input 
from board members. The visiting 
committee system is useful insofar as 
it goes, but an annual visit to an 
institution is not a substitute for a 
regular board of management for the 
institution. 
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Busy public representatives and 
health board members cannot 
possibly get round all the institutions 
and make a useful input to their 
management; indeed, visiting 
committee meetings are dominated 
by the same small number of semi
retired people and the fulltime public 
representatives who are in a position 
to attend a number of different 
meetings during the working day. 
Local boards - drawn from staff, 
patients where appropriate or other 
consumer representatives, the local 
community, and relevant voluntary 
groups, as well as one or two health 
board members - would ensure a 
better and more regular input into the 
management of hospitals and homes 
by people with time to do the job 
properly. 

At an overall policy level, reports 
by board officials placing a number of 
different options before board 
members would ensure a greater 
input from the members into decision 
making, than do the present one
option reports which almost always 
get rubber stamped. 

Finally, I would say that the local 
input from elected politicians and 
from practising medical and para
medical personnel, whatever its 
flaws, is extremely important. For 
too long decisions about medical care 
and spending on health and social 
service projects has taken place in an 
atmosphere of medical mystification 
and shroud-waving, without an 
explicit local public input. In the 
health board, decision making is 
shared with lay people and is done so 
in public, in the presence of the 
press. This kind of public 
accountability for the spending of 
public money should be extended to 
all areas of the health and personal 
social services. 

Snooker Maith 
Dhoitl 
Over the last few months, people 
from Community Care HQ in 
Wicklow have gone 'potty', trying 
their hands and cues in our snooker 
league. The Ladies and Men's Finals 
were a fitting climax to the league. 
So, on Thursday 12 April it was a 
chance to see our versions of Steve I 
Davis and Hurricane Higgins in 
action in both fmals which were 
played over five frames. 

In the Ladies Final, Angela Scanlon 
overcame Rita O'Brien after Rita had 
played extremely well, coming from 
two nil behind to make the fifth and 
fmal frame the deciding one. It was a 
close fmish but Angela took the frany: 
and title. ' () 

In the Men's Finals Andy Kavanagh 
whp had organised the whole 
competition made John Brehony work 
hard in this best of five frames fmal .. 
It was close, two all going into the 
cast frame but]ohn Brehony sunk the 
pink and won by a close margin. 

Afterwards, we all adjourned to a 
nearby hostelry to restore our lost 
energy and discuss the night's fmals. 
In keeping with traditional reports, a 
great night was had by all. 

The EHB Social Club, Wicklow, 
was formed in early February. Since. 
then the Club has organised such ' 
events as snooker, darts, swimming, 
indoor football, basketball and 
bowling. If any other EHB Social 
Club are brave enough to take on the I 
Wicklow people, why not contact 
Anita Byrne, Chairperson, or Rua· • _ 
Walsh, Secretary, in Community Can' 

..-----------------'Office, Wicklow. 

.IJ·- \ 

tL ,r1 
Snooker finalists: Winner (left) 
John Brehony shakes hands with 
runner-up Andy Kavanagh. 

Snooker finalists: Winner (right) 
Angela Scanlon and Rita O'Brien 
(left), gallant runner-up. 
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BOOKREVIEWBOOKREVIEWBOOKREVIEWBOOKREVIEWBOOKREVIEWBOOKREVIEWBOOKREVIEW 

Joe McEvoy reviews a book on the workings of Irish Government 

Source-Book of Irish Government 
Edited by Professor Basil Chubb. 
Second edition revised 1983, 
published by Institute of Public 
Administration. 
(Price £11.95) 

This book covers a very wide range 
of topics relating to Irish 
government. Its method is to 
discuss.each topic fairly briefly and 
then to give extracts from various 
documents pertaining to that topic. 

The documents consist of 
extracts from the 1922-1937 
Constitutions, political party 

r~nstitutions, treaties, law reports, 
>latutes, white papers, 

parliamentary committee reports, 
political speeches, EEC Regulations 
and departmental circulars. 

The whole work runs to 246 
pages and the contents include 
discussion on the bases of Irish 
sovereignty (8 documents); the 
states and boundary of the state (17 
documents); the rights and duties of 
the citizen (25 documents); the 
President (10 documents); the 
Government (23 documents); 
central administration and the Civil 
Service (21 documents); the Houses 
of the Oireachtas (21 documents); 
the constitutions of the main 
political parties ( 4 documents); local 
government (29 documents); state
sponsored bodies (23 documents); 
Ireland and the EEC (19 

, ,documents); the courts and the legal 
~, )Ystem (19 documents). 

The Constitution 
The first chapter points out that 

constitutional amendments require a 
referendum and indicates how 
important for democracy this is. 

In 1959 the very first referendum 
was held on a proposal to replace 
the single transferable vote system 
of proportional representation and 
multi-member constituencies by the 
'first past the post' system in single
member constituencies and was 
rejected by the people. The point 
was made a second time nine years 
later when a similar proposal met a 
similar fate. 

Discussion on the constitution. 
figures prominently in different 
sections of the book. It notes that 
in De Valera's constitution of 1937 
there is a combination of liberal 
principles and Catholic principles as 
they were stated in the Encyclicals 
of that time. After the liberalisation 

lll you want to lmow 
,about how the 
Government works . . • 
of Catholic attitudes effected at the 
Second Vatican Council it was 
possible to amend Article 44 (on 
religion) and this was enacted by 
referendum in 1972. 

Article 45 of Bunreacht na 
hEireann - entitled 'Directives of 
Social Policy'- is addressed 
specifically to the members of the 
Oireachtas for their 'general 
guidance'. However, in practice, an 
amazingly wide interpretation has 
been given to this Article, as the 
judges turned to it, to the preamble 
to the Constitution and to sources 
outside the Constitution altogether. 

With such an approach, and with 
the development of Article 40.3 as 
the basis for a concept of · 
unspecified rights, the Constitution 
is seen to offer considerably more 
scope for the enlargement of the 
rights of the citizen than was 
formerly believed to be possible. 

European law 
The impact of the law of the 

European Communities has been 
considerable in Ireland, and the 
book makes an attempt to illustrate 
the extent to which, unrecognised 
by most people European law has 
invaded this country. 

The importance of European law 
stems from the fact that much of it 
applies directly to the individual 
citizen, imposing clearly defined 
obligations as well as granting 
certain rights. These rights and 
obligations must be upheld in the 
first instance by national courts and 
in the second instance by the 
European Court of Justice. 

The citizen is very much affected 
by community legislation where his 
relations with the State and its 
agencies are involved. Community 
law prevails oveJ; national law, and 
the principle has always been upheld 
not only by the European Court of 
Justice, but also by national courts 
themselves; it means that if a 
community citizen considers that 
national law is being applied to him 
in a way that is incompatible with 
Community law, he can appeal to 
the national courts to ensure that 
community law is applied in his 
case. 

A judgement is quoted to show 
the force of community law: 

'The validity of a Community 
instrument or its effect within a 
member state cannot be affected by 
allegations that it strikes at either 
the fundamental rights as 
formulated in that State's 
constitution or the principles of a 
national constitutional structure . . . ' 

Public administration 
A considerable section of the 

book is devoted to public 
administration, central and local, 
and reforms that are called for. The 
monumental report of the Public 
Service Organisation Review Group 
(the Devlin Report) contained both a 
systematic survey and critique of 
Irish public administration and a 
complete plan for its wholesale 
reform. 

To page 10 ... 
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From page 9 ... 
Although the group was set up in 

1966, a combination of official 
resistance and lack of political will, 
despite lip service to the Report, 
has led to the major reforms 
suggested by the Group not being 
carried out by 1980. 

In the chapter on local 
government, the efficiency of the 
system, at least until recently, is 
attributed in part to the success of 
the manager system, hailed as 
perhaps Ireland's major invention in 
the field of government. 

Arising out of the needs of the 
1920s, and pressed for by some 
business elements who were 
influenced by American city manager 
systems, an indigenous system was 
produced for Cork City in 1929, and 
applied to the counties in 1942 
when thl' functions of Boards of 
Health and Public Assistance were 
taken over by the counties. 

Health boards are not too kindly 
treated in this section of the book -
it is stated that 'the health boards 
reflect a trend towards 
regionalisation and bureaucratisation 
that marks the progressive decline 
of the idea that was at the very 
basis of Victorian reforms namely 
that services that are locally 
administered should be under the 
control of locally electd bodies'. 

Apart from the matters touched 
on in this short article, there is 
much more in this book that will 
help a reader who wishes to gain a 
sound knowledge of how the 
institutions of government have 
worked in Ireland since the 
foundation of the State - all in all, a 
reference-book that is good value for 
£11.95 in the paper-back edition. 

DISTRICT HOSPITAL, WICKLOW 

Aa.~ 
20MAY 1984 

in aid of the 

DAY CARE CENTRE 
Starts from 
ABBEY SERVICE STATION 

at 2.30 pm 
Finishes at 

HOSPITAL GROUNDS 
Stalls & Entertainment 

will be in the grounds 
afterwards 

AN ENJOYABLE DAY FOR THE FAMILY! 
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A motley crew of extremely talented 
musicians, with a great future behind 
them, have decided, in deference to 
the raucous orchestrations ·of their 
melodically starved compatriots, to 
no longer waste their 'respective 
sweetnesses on the desert air, and to 
once again enrapture captive 
audiences with their virtuosity. 

In other words, 've're putting a 
band together' or as a very senior 
officer in Technical Services insists -a 
musical ensemble in the modem 
idiom. 

Therefore, in pursuance of this 
truly altruistic cause, we are 
appealing to visionaries in the higher 
echelons who can provide us with 
secure accommodation where we can 
store our equipment and practise ad 
lib for a few bars. 

We realise we're asking for a lot (in 
looking for the accommodation, that 
is), but 'faint heart ne'er won fair lady' 
and all offers made will be more than 
reciprocated subsequently with 
stunning performances for staff and 
patients alike with, of course, our 
usual fees waived. 

We wish to point out that in no way 
are we deprecating the noble cultural 
endeavours of our artistic peers when 
we state that no matter how long and 
hard we've tried we just can't get off 
on chess - or even the impassioned 
thespian displays of Astral persons 
(with all due respect to them). 

So, applications are invited from 
aspirants to the throne of musical 
excellence of all hues, especially if 
they look and sing like Elkie Brooks, 
or even Boy George, just to show 
we're not a bit sexist. 

The 
Oldest 
Swingers 
• 
'ID 

Town 
(or great bands we should 
have formed) < -, 

by Frank Murphy 
Emmet House 

However, to those in the Brooks 
mould we would emphasise that 
canvassing will have them starting 
iinmediately. 

Vocalists of feminine gender 
should also note that a fairly broad
based repertoire is envisaged, 
st'>mewhere between say, on the one 
hand, Bette Midler (she's more of a 
man than you'll ever be, Boy) and 
conversely - your granny at a wake 
giving a rendition of Danny Boy (no 
relation!) 

Notwithstanding our progressive 
orientation, applications will notb 
considered from 'spacers' or as 
real TSO would have it - alien 
inhabitors of nebulous voids. 

So come on, you mother s -shake it! 
All communications should arrive 

not later than pretty soon, 
retrospective to 1/1/'84 (it was our 
New Year's resolution and Personnel 
seem to manage it), and be made to 
the following exponents of 
contemporary musical mores (or even 
to mel): 
Calm Macklin, Personnel 
Martin Bridgeman, Computers 
Dave Kenneamey, North Strand 
Eddie Palmer, Cornmarket 
Jim Hurley, Emmet House 
Pat Kelly, Emmet House 

P.S. Would Mary Hickey (whoever 
you are) please re-contact our 
lovelorn lead guitarist who frets for 
your overtures with tremulous 
chords. 
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We are at the beginning of another 
Club year, and already it promises to 
be an interesting one. As well as all 
our usual sports - football, tennis, 
basketball and swimming, we plan on 
introducing a few more this year. 

I'll just give a quick run-down on a 
few of the activities running at the 
moment: 

BASKETBALL 
The f'mal stages ofthis competition 

have now been reached. The semi
finals of the competition will take 
place in the Dominican Convent, 
Ballyfermot on Friday 27 April, with 
the finals taking place in the Oblate 
Hall, Inchicore on Sunday 29 April at 
3.00 pm. The teams still in the 
competition are Finance (Rock 
Steady Crew) or Personnel v. CPL. 
St James's or Health Inspectors or 
Computer Dept. It looks like it could 
be an interesting competition. 

~ OTBALL 
. The Brendan Boland Memorial 
7 -a-side competition will begin after 
Easter. Entry forms have already 
been circulated. 

SWIMMING 
Swimming has commenced in the 

CBS, Parnell Road, each Wednesday 
from 6-7 pm, for a ten-week course. 
For those like myself who can't swim 
a stroke, we have the services of a 
patient instructor - Helen Slattery of 
Community Care Office, Crumlin. 

What the 
Sports & Social 
Club has in 
store for YOU 
this year 

TENNIS 
The tennis sub-committee met on 

Thursday 12 April. Details of 
competitions will be circulated to all 
interested. 

SQUASH 
New sport this which I am sure will 

generate a lot of interest. The Club is 
in the process of negotiating with the 
St John -of God Day Centre, 
Islandbridge, for the use of their 
squash court. Anyone interested can 
contact any committee member. 

Hygiene awards at St Mary's 

• 

A very pleasant reception took place in StMary's Hospital on i8 April. The occasion 
was a presentation of certificates of the Hotel & Catering Institute in connection with 
the Eastern Health Board and CERT following the successful completion of a Hygiene 
Course. 

Present were Mr Kavanagh, Personnel Officer- EHB, Mr Manweiler, President of 
the Institute, Miss Teresa Ivers, Secretary/Director of the Institute, Mr Con Healy, 
Chief Health Inspector. 

Those who received certificates were- Mrs B Barbour, Miss J Brazil, Miss G Buckley, 
Miss K Clarke, Miss B Daly, Mrs K Doyle, Miss Ann Dempsey, Miss P Fitzpatrick, 
Miss T Graves, Mr Peter Homan, Miss C Hilliard, Miss E Kelly, Miss P Lawlor, Miss p 
Mulligan, Miss K McCormack, Miss G McMorrow, Miss M McEvoy, Miss N Maguire, 
Miss K Nugent, Miss A O'Reilly, Mrs E O'Doherty, Mrs N Synnott, Miss B sweeney, 
Miss R Whelan, Mrs Whelehan, Miss Rose Vallely' and Mrs M Wignall. 

SOCIALS 
The Club's f'rrst Disco of the year 

takes place on Tuesday 1 May, in 
Club Nassau, Nassau Street. 
Admission is £2.50, with a bar 
extension to 1.30 am. Come on out 
and support your Club, and have a bit 
of crack yourself. 

As well as that listed above, the 
usual once-off competitions will also 
take place, including hockey, cricket, 
mixed football and there are also 
plans for a snooker competition. 

All of you must admit that's good 
value for £2. I'll just end with a gentle 
reminder to get your application 
forms in as they are now due. Looking 
forward to your support and 
participation in the coming year. 

J Murphy 
PRO 

St James's Social & Sports Club 

COMMITTEE '84185 

Chairman: Derek Green, Personnel 
Vice-Chairman: Aileen McGrath, 
CPL, StJames's Hospital 
Hon. Secretary: Martina Murphy, 
Emmet House 
Hon. Treasurer: Derek Doyle, 
Hospitals Section (Annexe) 
PRO: Jim Murphy, Salaries 

Committee members: 
Mary Murphy, Personnel 
Mary Brady, Emmet House 
Derek Bauer, Health Inspector 
Sharon Doyle, Perso~el 
Colin Kavanagh, Personnel 

Astra's appeal to 
fellow Thespians . • • 

The Committee wish to thank all 
the staff who gave their support -
both financially and actively - over the 
past year. 

Alas! the time has come again when 
we must remind you all that the 
annual sub. is now due. We regret 
that due to f'mancial pressures, it was 
decided at last year's AGM to 
increase the annual sub. to £2.00. 

We hope that you will continue to 
be as generous in your support for us 
as you have been in the past. 

P Genochi 
PRO 
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CROSSWORD 48 ACROSS 
1. Play the fiddle, perhaps, and amuse Mick somehow (4,5) 
6. A bit of a sod? Dot has four (5) 
9. Don't stray, with fort almost closed ... (4,5) 

10. . . . . and two points seen in the mountains (5) 
11. Call for judgement a rotten apple and treach_ery about 

nothing (6,2,6) 
13. Bird-song at end of last furrow (5) 
14. Copy almost complete fool and lie about cat (9) 
16. Behave drunkenly -leer? (4,5) 
19. The ugly look of South-city night-bird (5) 
20. Almost a novelist to backward editor, writer difficult to pin 

down (4,2,8) 
23. An excuse for failure? I got bail anyhow (5) 
24. Awkward, in a gentle muddle (9) 
25. It's rash to see a Saint in Henry (5) 
26. Gerty and Tana mix up modish clothes (5,4) 

DOWN 
1. Begin to take Ma's art apart (4,1,5) 
2. Ragged little dog gets cereal at competitive rate (4,5) 

Nan1e: ................... ~· ....... . 3. Rent-day girl has garden plant (10,5) ' 1 

4. ·Spy Edward rejected with disdain (7) 
Address: ........................... . 5. Become jollier here with clip mixture (5,2) 

6. I stay democratic, mixing in theatre group (8, 7) 
Entries to Crossword, Contacts, 1 Jan1es's Street. 
£5 to flrst correct solution opened on 30 May '84. 
(Prize sponsored by Astra and St Jan1es's Social 
& Sports Club). 

7. Four came up with famous dictionary. A T. V. record! (5) 

Solution to Crossword 47 
ACROSS: 1. Caravan; 5. Demi•god; 9. Lifer; 

8. Sharp projection - an element of what kept us keen (4) 
12. Touch a gambler and sense an improvement (4,6) 
15. Hate to hear an explosive in a test without a good man being 

present (9) 
17. A kind of shoe for a university student (7) 

10. No fishing; 11. Pre-historic Age; 13. Retainer; 
14. Alaska; 17. Enrich; 18. Militate; 

21. A girl to be objected to (5) 
22. A graduate gets quiet wallop (4) 

20. I11terplanetary; 22. Cost price; 24. Title; 
25. Enlarge; 26. Serpent. 

DOWN: 1. Cole Porter; 2. Reflector; 3. Virginia 
creeper; 4. Nineteen; 5. Defers; 6. Musical Director; 
7. Going; 8. Doge; 12. Safety belt; 15. Sea battle; 
16. Citadels; 19. Sprite; 21. Nasal; 22. Ache. 

Winner: Tom McCarney, Our Lady's Clinic, Dun Laoghaire 

CHESS 
Problem No. 30 

BLACK 

WHITE 

White wins the Queen! How? 
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£5 (donated by St Jan1es's Social & 
Sports Club) to the sender of the fust 
correct solution opened on 30 May· 
next. Entries to Chess Competition, 
Contacts, I Jan1es's Street, Dublin 8. 

The solution to Problem to. 29 was: 

1. B. B8 + K- R2 
2. R- N7 + K- Rl 
3. B- K7 Q- K8 
4. B. B6 Qx P+ 
5. K- Rl Q- K3 
6. B- Q4 and Black's Queen is forced 

into danger. 

The winning entry can1e from: 
Patricia Deering 

Technical Services 

MURPHY'S LAW U, 
If anything ctllf go wrong, it will 

Nothing is as easy as It looks. 
Everything takes longer than you think. 
If there is a possibility of several things going 
wrong, the one that will cause the most damage 
will be the one to go wrong. 
Left to themselves, things tend to go from bad 
to worse. 
Whenever you set out to do something, 
somethbtg else must be done flnt. 
Every solution breeds new problems. 
It is impossible to make anything foolproof 
because fools are so ingenious. 

Nature always sides with the hidden flaw. 
If you perceive that there are four possible 
ways in which a procedure can go wrong, and 
circumvent these, then a fifth way will 
promptly develop. 
Mother nature Is a bitch. 
Matter will be damaged In direct proportion to 
Its value. 


